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STRONG-FIELD GRAVITY AND ORBITALRESONANCE IN BLACK HOLES AND NEUTRONSTARS � kHz QUASI-PERIODIC OSCILLATIONS(QPO)�Wªodek Klu¹niakInstitute of Astronomy, Zielona Góra UniversityLubuska 2, 65-265 Zielona Góra, PolandCopernius Astronomial CenterBartyka 18, 00-716 Warszawa, PolandNorditaBlegdamsvej 17, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmarkand Marek Artur AbramowizDepartment of Astronomy and Astrophysis, Chalmers University412-96 Göteborg, SwedenNorditaBlegdamsvej 17, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark(Reeived Otober 17, 2001)We explain the origin of the puzzling high frequeny peaks in thevariability power spetra of areting neutron stars and blak holes as anon-linear 1:2 or 1:3 resonane between orbital and radial epiyli mo-tion. These resonanes are present beause the gravitational �eld deviatesstrongly from a Newtonian 1=r potential. Our theory agrees with the re-ently reported observations of two QPOs, at 300 Hz and 450 Hz, in theblak hole andidate GRO J 1655-40.PACS numbers: 97.60.Lf, 97.10.Gz, 97.10.Sj, 97.60.Jd1. IntrodutionThere are about 102 low-mass X-ray binaries in our Galaxy, and eah ofthem is a ten thousand, or more, times more powerful emitter of X-rays, than� Presented at the XXV International Shool of Theoretial Physis �Partiles andAstrophysis � Standard Models and Beyond�, Ustro«, Poland, September 10�16,2001. (3605)



3606 W. Klu¹niak, M.A. Abramowizour Sun is of visible radiation. Both this power and the harateristi X-rayspetrum speak of a very ompat soure, about 10 km aross as an easilybe heked by using the blak-body formula. These binaries are thought toontain neutron stars, or blak holes in some ases, suking matter out ofthe ompanion stars by virtue of their powerful gravitational attration.The X-ray photons oming from these soures are opious enough thata su�iently large X-ray instrument in orbit about the Earth, suh as theones aboard the satellite alled the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer, an detetvariations in the X-ray �ux on timesales as short as milliseonds. Suhvariations have been observed, and at ertain harateristi frequenies theyare so prominent that they learly re�et some kind of quasi-periodi phe-nomenon in the soure. These prominent variations in the X-ray �ux arealled quasi-periodi osillations (QPOs), and the kHz variety has attrateda great deal of attention, beause they may reveal motion of matter aroundneutron stars and blak holes in the tightest possible orbits, whose radiusonly slightly exeeds (by a fator of a few) the gravitational radius of theompat objet. It is hoped that we may diretly test the spae-time metriin this strong-�eld regime. But, it is not su�ient to measure the orbitalperiod�in Shwarzshild geometry the frequeny of irular orbits as seenby an observer at in�nity is given by the same formula as in Newton's the-ory, 
 = pGM=r3. However, in Einstein's theory of gravitation there areorbital e�ets whih show qualitative departures from Newton's theory, andtheir signature may have been deteted in blak holes and neutron stars.2. The marginally stable orbit and epiyli frequenyAll reent textbooks of general relativity ontain a disussion of the in-nermost (marginally) stable irular orbit around blak holes, where thee�etive potential for orbital motion has a �ledge-like� extremum (seondderivative equal to zero), rather than the minimum familiar from Newto-nian theory. A partile moving in stable irular motion an be thought ofas resting in the minimum of the e�etive potential. If disturbed, it willexeute osillations about the minimum, whih in Newtonian theory orre-spond to motion along an ellipse (a losed urve!), while in general relativityto motion along a �preessing ellipse� familiar from disussion of the peri-helion motion of Merury. In either ase, the trajetory rosses the originalirular orbit at harateristi time intervals, whose inverse is related to thefrequeny of osillation in the well of the e�etive potential. Of ourse, as thewell beomes wider, this epiyli frequeny inreases, and in the limit of thewell turning into a ledge the epiyli frequeny goes to zero. A test partilein the marginally stable orbit, if pushed towards the blak hole, �falls o� theledge� and drops (spirals) into the blak hole instead of su�ering the usual



Strong-Field Gravity and Orbital Resonane in Blak Holes . . . 3607restoring fore harateristi of stable orbits. Thus, the epiyli frequenygoes to zero (no restoring fore!) at the marginally stable orbit.On the other hand, in stable orbits the restoring fore preventing infallis related to angular momentum. �The entrifugal barrier� is present whena partile has too muh angular momentum. More preisely, as long as theangular momentum L in neighboring irular orbits satis�es dL=dr > 0,with r the radius of the orbit, motion is stable. This is beause a partiletrying to move in has too muh angular momentum to stay inside its originalirular orbit, and a partile moving out has too little to stay outside itsoriginal irular orbit. It is easy enough to see that the opposite inequality,dL=dr < 0 orresponds to unstable orbits, and dL=dr = 0 orresponds tomarginally stable orbits.To demonstrate that a marginally stable orbit exists around blak holes,we will show that, neessarily, dL=dr = 0 at some radius. It an be shownthat in the �optial� geometry of spae near a stati blak hole i.e., a ge-ometry onstruted from all distanes measured by light signals reeived atin�nity, the equation of motion in irular orbits (entered on the axis ofsymmetry) is quite reminisent of Newtonian theory:v2R = GM~r2 :Here, R is the radius of urvature of the irular orbit and the irumfereneof the same orbit is 2�~r, with L = v~r being the spei� (per unit mass)angular momentum. Hene, the angular momentum of a test partile in airular orbit is given by L2 = GMR, just as in Newtonian theory.Now, it is well known that at a ertain distane from the blak hole pho-tons an follow a losed irular orbit, this ours at r = 3M in Shwarzshildgeometry. It should be also obvious that in the �optial� geometry all pho-tons � by onstrution � follow geodesi lines in spae i.e., they are loallystraight lines and, therefore, have R =1 everywhere, like straight lines andirles of in�nite radius in a �at spae. In partiular, the irular photonorbit is also a loally straight line in the �optial� geometry and thus it hasan in�nite urvature radius. So, R =1, and, therefore, also L =1, at twodi�erent radii: at r =1, as well as in the (irular) photon orbit, at r = 3Min the Shwarzshild metri. It follows that L must have a minimum in be-tween, e.g., somewhere in the interval 3M < r < 1 in the Shwarzshildmetri. At this minimum of L, orbits of massive test partiles are marginallystable (at r = 6M in the Shwarzshild metri). Q.E.D.After these introdutory remarks, in the remainder of this ontributionwe present our explanation of the �kHz QPOs.�



3608 W. Klu¹niak, M.A. Abramowiz3. Milliseond variability in neutron stars and blak holesObservations of areting neutron stars in low-mass X-ray binaries revealtwo preferred frequenies, none of whih is �xed. These frequenies, alledkHz QPOs (quasi-periodi osillations), show up as peaks in the observedpower spetrum (the Fourier transform of the time variation) in the X-ray�ux, [1℄. Their properties are a major puzzle.The peaks typially ome in pairs, at frequenies !1 and !2 both on theorder of a kHz (�2�), but both varying onsiderably in any given soure (byseveral hundred Hertz in intervals of hours), with their di�erene !1 � !2showing markedly less variation. That the di�erene is not onstant (aswould be expeted if one of the two observed frequenies were a beat betweenthe other frequeny and the onstant rotation rate of the star) is a learindiation that two fundamental frequenies are present, none of whih isthe stellar spin frequeny.Another puzzle has been that in blak hole andidates only one highfrequeny QPO had been reported, with properties similar to one of thevariable kHz QPOs in neutron stars. Observations of the blak hole andi-date GRO J 1655-40 demonstrate that in fat two high frequenies show upalso in blak-hole andidates.4. Fixed frequenies in Newton's and Einstein's gravityNewtonian gravity with the 1=r2 fore law is sale-free, there is no pre-ferred frequeny (Fig. 1). If gravity were so desribed, only two fundamentalfrequenies would be expeted for a quasi-spherial star with a thin are-tion disk [2℄: the stellar rotational frequeny 
�, and the Keplerian orbitalfrequeny at the surfae of the star 
K(r�) = (GM=r3�)1=2. The most im-portant fat about these two frequenies is that they are �xed for a star of�xed angular momentum, �xed mass M , and �xed radius r�.It has long been reognized [3℄ that for blak holes general relativitypredits instead two other preferred frequenies, also �xed for a given gravi-tating body: the orbital frequeny in the innermost (marginally) stable orbit,
(rms), and the maximum epiyli frequeny !max = max(!r) � !r(rmax),(Fig. 2). These re�et the presene of a harateristi sale, the gravitationalradius rg = 2GM=2. For example, in the Shwarzshild metri rms = 3rg,rmax = 4rg, 
 = 
K , and !max = 
(4rg)=2. (The importane of the max-imum in the epiyli frequeny was �rst stressed in a seminal paper byKato and Fukue [4℄.) Thus, strong gravity presents us with two frequenies,but these are �xed for a given star and hene annot be identi�ed with theobserved variable kHz QPOs in neutron stars.
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Fig. 1. The 1=r potential of a Newtonian point mass is sale-free. The orbitalfrequeny in irular orbit and the frequeny of epiyli motions oinide (a smallperturbation of a test partile originally in irular motion gives rise to periodimotions with the same period as in the original orbit).However, we note that in ontrast with Newtonian gravity of spherialbodies where the only frequeny at a given radius is 
K(r), in general rela-tivity turbulent noise may exite epiyli motions at the di�erent frequeny!r, so inhomogeneities in �ow at radius r ontribute to the power spetrumat (angular) frequenies 
, and !r, as well as at ombination frequeniesharateristi of oupled anharmoni osillators (inluding rational frationsof eigenfrequenies), giving a rih struture to the power spetrum of X-rayvariability, in agreement with observations.5. Orbital resonane in Einstein's gravityWe point out that in general relativity, in addition to the �xed frequenies
�, 
(rms), !r(rmax), there are other preferred frequenies, those of 1:2, 1:3,et., resonanes between orbital and radial epiyli frequenies. These arepossible beause the ratio of orbital and radial epiyli frequenies tendsto large values near the marginally stable orbit: 
(r)=!r(r) ! 1, as r !rms (Fig. 2). Frequenies in 1:2 or 1:3 ratio an be in resonane beauseepiyli motion is anharmoni. As is usual for non-linear osillators, theresonane ours for a range of frequenies near the eigenfrequeny of the



3610 W. Klu¹niak, M.A. Abramowizosillator, so the driving frequeny (the orbital frequeny here) need not bean exat multiple of the eigenfrequeny of the epiyli osillator, nor needit be onstant [5℄. Thus, the resonant frequenies have just the propertieswhih seemed puzzling in the power spetra of areting neutron stars. Wesuggest that the kHz QPOs are aused by suh resonanes, and hene aremanifestations of strong-�eld gravity.
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ωrFig. 2. In general relativity, the frequeny of radial epiyli motions, !r, goes tozero in the marginally stable orbit. The epiyli frequeny, !r, and the orbitalfrequeny in irular orbits, 
, both in units of =rg , are shown as a funtion of theirumferential radius in units of the gravitational radius rg = 2GM=2 (after Katoet al., 1998 [3℄). The numerial values are for the Shwarzshild metri, where themarginally stable orbit is at r = 3rg, but the qualitative features of the frequeniesare general.Spei�ally, we suggest that one of the observed high QPO frequen-ies ould be one of the variable orbital frequenies driving the 1:2, or 1:3epiyli resonane. All other things being equal, the most prominent peaksare expeted where most of the luminosity is generated, and that is be-tween the marginally stable orbit, at r = rms, where the disk terminatesand the X-ray �ux vanishes, and the radius rmax where !r peaks. For theShwarzshild metri the position (radius) of the 1:2 resonane, r2, oinideswith the epiyli maximum, r2 = rmax, and for rotating bodies r2 > rmax,typially. For realisti metris of rapidly rotating neutron stars, the radiusof the 1:3 resonane, r3, is lose to rmax. We expet the prominent resonane



Strong-Field Gravity and Orbital Resonane in Blak Holes . . . 3611in the power spetrum to be the one losest to rmax on the side of the star,so for rapidly rotating neutron stars the most prominent resonane shouldbe 1:3, i.e., the one with eigenfrequeny !r(r3) = 
(r3)=3.For maximally rotating Kerr metri, r3 and rmax nearly oinide, but inview of the relatively low aretion rate (per mass) of most Galati blak-hole andidates, suh as 1655-40, it would not be surprising if their metriswere not maximally rotating Kerr. For aretion in the Shwarzshild metrinot muh luminosity is released at r3 = (9=8)rms. Thus, there should bemuh less power in the blak hole QPO, than is the ase for neutron stars,as indeed is observed.We might remark that observations reveal similar eletromagneti spe-tra of the X-ray emissions of blak hole andidates and of neutron stars, atleast in some states. This strongly suggests that aretion disks in neutronstars are similar to those in blak holes, as they would be if r� < rms, aspreferred by our model. The fat that only one high frequeny QPO is ob-served in blak hole andidates has been puzzling. Reently,z the disoveryof a seond high frequeny peak in the blak-hole andidate 1655-40 has beenreported [6℄. If the two frequenies are the orbital frequeny and its beat withthe epiyli frequeny (
 and 
 � !r) in 1:3 resonane (!r : 
 = 1 : 3), assuggested by us, they should be (approximately) in 3:2 ratio. The reportedfrequenies in 1655-40 are about 450 Hz and 300 Hz. If this frequeny ratiodoes indeed re�et the presene of a resonane between orbital and epiylimotions, these values of the frequenies, taken together with the known massof the ompat soure, tightly onstrain the angular momentum of the blakhole [7℄.In summary, strong-�eld e�ets of general relativity, and in partiularmetri properties of spae-time around rapidly rotating neutron stars, makenatural the exitation of a 1:3 or 1:2 anharmoni epiyli resonane, drivenby orbital motion whose variable (orbital) frequeny may be imprinted onthe X-ray �ux as a fairly prominent kHz QPO. A seond QPO may bepresent at a frequeny di�ering from the �rst by the epiyli frequeny ofthe same resonane, with the di�erene frequeny varying to a lesser degreethan the QPO frequeny. The same high frequeny QPOs may appear inblak hole systems, and indeed they now have been reported in the blakhole andidate GRO J 1655-40 [6℄.The authors appreiate the hospitality and generous support of Nordita,where most of this work has been done in November 2000. The Authors wishto say that the main body of this manusript � available eletronially athttp://xxx.lanl.gov/astro-ph/0105057 � was submitted to Phys. Rev.Lett. in Deember 2000, before the observational results of Strohmayer wereannouned.
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